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Two differing hypotheses have been invoked to explain the origin of the main group 
eucrites: (I) low-pressure peritectic partial melting of a peridotitic source [I] and (II) partial 
melting followed by fractional crystallization of low-Ca pyroxene [2]. The first model produces 
eucrites in a single step. The second model assumes that even the most primitive main group 
eucrites are fractionated liquids and that (eucrite + diogenite) = the original parental liquid Using 
new experimental partitioning data for Sc, we have attempted to evaluate these two models [3]. 
Unfortunately, the Sc data done cannot be used to unequivocally rule out one model or the other. 
The results ~f our experiments indicate that either model is viable as long as large amounts of 
pyroxene are not involved in Model 0. 

Our results do, however, place some interesting constraints on the bulk composition of the 
Eucrite Parent Body (EPB). For example, if Model (I) is the most accurate and if the EPB has CI 
ratios of Mg, Al, La and Sc, then our measurements of MgD and S ~ D ,  allow a unique 
determination of the composition of the EPB. This composition is given in Table 1 and is very 
similar to the composition derived by Jones [4], using Sc/La and Mg/Si as constraints. In this 
model, eucrites are produced by -20% partial melting the residue is composed of -97% olivine, 
with the remainder being low-Ca pyroxene. This bulk composition has an Mg# of -65 and 
refractory lithophile elements (RLE) are -2 X CI. In this model the mineralogy of the EPB is 
dominated by olivine and very little pyroxene is available for making diogenites. 

Table 1 
Calculated Compositions of the Eucrite Parent Body 

Model 
Partial Melting Partial Melting Dreibus & 

Sim~le Partial Melting followed bv 10% FC followed bv 20% FC W W e  
SiO, 39.3 41.1 43.2 46.2 

FeO 26.4 
M e  28.0 
Cao 22 

Total 98.6 104.4 111.1 98.4 

Conversely, if Model (11) is correct, then there is no unique determination, but a range of 
bulk compositions may be calculated. There is an inherent difficulty in this approach, because 
partition coefficients measured at one temperature and liquid composition may not apply under 
other conditions. This is especially true for Mg, an essential constituent in pyroxene and olivine, 
and, as can be seen from Table 1, our calculations can have poor sums, because we consistently 
overestimate the MgO content of the EPB. The sums which are greater than 1Wo for the 
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fractional crystallization calculations can be directly attributed to the overestimation of M ~ D  
because no other element changes enough in these chculations to seriously affect the sum. We 
believe, therefore, that the Mg/Si ratios and Mg#'s that we calculate are overestimated as well. 
Interestingly, no composition in Table 1 has an Mg# > 75, although Mg#'s for the EPB as high as 
-80 have been calculated [q. We re-emphasize that even our Mg# of 74 may be too high. 

Considering how little pyroxene is necessary to account for the Sc budget of the EPB in ?he 
simple partial melting model, how is it possible that fractional crystallization models allow as 
much as 20% hctional crystallkation of diogenitic material? In terms of the mathematics, the 
inclusion of a new reservoir adds more variables than equations and the composition of the EPB is 
no longer uniquely determined and can only be characterized by a range of compositions. In 
t m s  of the geochemistry of the EPB, the new pyroxene reservoir is only allowable if the Sc 
content of the planet is allowed to increase. We have arbitrarily cut off our calculations at -2.7 X 
CI, the value for the Earth's upper mantle (Table 1; column 3). It is our prejudice that RLE- 
enriched planets are rare and that the EPB is likely to have RLE concentrations of 1.5-3 X CI. 
Devolatilization of a CI starting material is sufficient to increase! RLE concentrations to -1.5 X CI, - 
and 30% of core formation would increase RLE concentrations further still, to -2 X CL Thus, it 
is our view that the acceptance of an Mg# > 80 for the EPB implies significant enrichment in RLE. 

Why does our model differ from those of others? Some models, championed by Andm 
and co-workers, are basically cosmochemical and assume that certain elements do not fixtionate 
fmm each other during nebular processes and that certain lithologies such as calcium-, alumhum- 
rich inclusions or chondrules can be prorated to d v e  at compositions of the terrestrial planets 
[a. Such models will not be discussed further here because they do not correctly predict the 
MnO/FeO ratio of the EPB [4,5j, making other chemical inferences suspect 

A second type of model is that of Dreibus and W W e  [5],  where euaitic basdts and 
diogenites an mixed until a CI S c M  ratio is achieved, Olivine is then added until the composition 
of this three component mixture has the Mg/Si ratio of CI chondrites. Conceptually, the main 
difference between the Mainz group model and our own is that their olivine component contains 
insignificant Sc. As we have seen for the case of simple partial melting, olivine can be an 
important Sc reservoir on the EPB and, within enm, olivine and eucritic liquid might account for 
all the Sc on the EPB. In fact, the fractional crystallization calculation shows that substantial 
amounts of pyroxene are only r e q M  when Sc > -2 X CL Because olivine and pyroxene, father 
than just pyroxene, can contain substantial Sc, we believe that the EPB is not as silica-rich as has 
been estimated by others [5J. 

The difference in Mg# between our calculations and those of Dreibus and Wginke is 
attributable to the choice of the composition of the olivineused in the mixing calculations. Our 
models use olivine with -32 wt,% FeO, the composition of olivines in equilibrium with eucrihc 
liquids [I, 31, while the Mainz group used Marjalahti olivine with -9 a% FeO. We prefer our 
calculated Mg#'s because we feel that our choice of olivine composition is more appropriate. 
However, as noted above, these Mg# values are likely to be only upper limits. This is because 
MpD is likely to be much more sensitive to any changes in D values, because F e ~  is so close to 
unity. 
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